
Jury Instructions 

Jury Deliberation Name: 

Fair Use Factor #1: 

The Purpose of the Honda Commercial  

2)  Based on the evidence, does it seem like the Honda commercial makes fun of James Bond?  

q Yes, it is trying to make James Bond look ridiculous.                              Fair use 

q No, the James Bond character in the ad is supposed to look cool.                Not fair use 

  

3)  Based on the evidence, does the commercial seem to criticize James Bond?   

q Yes, the ad shows that Honda has a negative opinion of James Bond movies.                     Fair use 

q No, Honda does not seem to have a problem with James Bond.                 Not fair use 

                                        

1) Based on the evidence, did Honda copy the James Bond idea in order to make money? 

q Yes.                 Not Fair Use (Draw 3 stones on the “not fair use” side.) 

q No.                  Fair use (Draw 3 stones on the “fair use” side.) 

                                        

                                        

                                        

                                      

                                                                

FAIR USE NOT FAIR USE 

Directions:  You must decide whether this factor weighs for or against the argument that Honda made 
“fair use” of the James Bond idea. Answer the questions and pile stones on the seesaw to decide. 



Jury Instructions 

Jury Deliberation Name: 

Fair Use Factor #2:  
How Much of James Bond Did Honda Use?  

 

Directions:  You must decide whether this factor weighs for or against the argument that Honda made 
“fair use” of the James Bond idea. Answer the questions and pile stones on the seesaw to decide. 

1) Based on the evidence, how much of the James Bond idea do you think Honda copied? 

q Honda copied the whole James Bond idea.                    (Draw 3 stones on the “not fair use” side.) 

q Honda took some ideas from James Bond, but the rest was Honda’s own ideas.                       
(Draw 2 stones on the “fair use” side AND draw 2 stones on the “not fair use” side.) 

q Honda did not copy any of the James Bond idea.                 (Draw 3 stones on the “fair use” side.) 

 

2) Based on the evidence, does the Honda commercial seem to have the same style and feel as a 
James Bond movie?  

q Yes, the evidence shows that the commercial has almost the same style as a James Bond movie.     
s           Not fair use 

q The evidence shows that the commercial’s style is a lot like James Bond, but some of the style is 
like any action movie.                Not fair use     AND              Fair use 

q No, the evidence shows that the style of the commercial is like any action movie and is not unique 
to James Bond.                 Fair use 
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3)  Based on the evidence, does the Honda commercial seem to steal the “heart” of what a James Bond 
movie is like?   

q Yes, the commercial steals the very things that make a James Bond movie unique.             Not fair use 

q The commercial steals some unique ideas from James Bond, but also contains new ideas.                   
s         Not fair use   AND             Fair use 

q No, anything the commercial borrows from James Bond is not what makes James Bond movies 

unique.                 Fair use 

FAIR USE NOT FAIR USE 
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Jury Instructions 

Jury Deliberation Name: 

Fair Use Factor #3: 
Did the Honda Commercial Affect  
the Market for James Bond Movies?  

1) Based on the evidence, do you think people would buy copies of the Honda commercial instead 
of buying James Bond DVDs? 

q No, the Honda commercial is not a substitute for a James Bond movie.            (Draw 2 stones 

on the “fair use” side.) 

q Yes, people will start watching this commercial instead of James Bond movies.         (Draw 2 

stones on the “not fair use” side.) 

 

2) Does the Honda commercial merely duplicate James Bond in order to make money?  

q Yes.                    Not fair use 

q No.                       Fair use 

3)  Would the makers of an expensive car be less likely to pay to use the James Bond character in an 
advertisement if James Bond was already associated with Honda cars?   

q Yes, James Bond would have little value to a company like BMW or Mercedes if people already 
associate James Bond with Honda cars.                 Not fair use 

q No, a company like BMW or Mercedes might still buy the right to use James Bond in an ad even 
if people already think of James Bond and Honda cars.                 Fair use 

FAIR USE NOT FAIR USE 

Directions:  You must decide whether this factor weighs for or against the argument that Honda made 

“fair use” of the James Bond idea. Answer the questions and pile stones on the seesaw to decide. 
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